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Sierra Lobo’s TDEC Delivers Ground Support
Equipment for the SWOT Mission
SLI recently delivered a second Variable
Center of Gravity (VCG) lifting apparatus
to JPL under the ongoing MEDALS
contract. The application for this unit is
the
Surface
Water
and
Ocean
Topography (SWOT) mission; a similar
system for use on the NISAR mission was
produced in early 2019 and continues to

Above: Completed SWOT VCG Assembly.
Photo credit: SLI
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be used by projects at JPL. Conceived in
2015 and funded in 2017, SWOT is a joint
effort between NASA JPL and the French
Space Agency Centre National D’Etudes
Spatiales
(CNES),
with
additional
participation by Canadian and UK Space
Agencies. The SWOT VCG is capable of
lifting 20,000 lb. while simultaneously
adjusting its gantry position by 24” in
both X and Y axes. It is used for precise
positioning
of
instruments
during
assembly and integration with spacecraft
when the center of mass of the item
being lifted is off-axis from the available
lifting point(s).
A unique challenge to production of this
unit was the compressed delivery
schedule. All engineering, procurement,
production, configuration, testing, and
transportation had to be completed
within 112 working days of task award in
order to prevent impacting the schedule
“critical path” of the SWOT mission. SLI
was able to not only deliver the fullyverified hardware ten days early, but also
at a lower cost than the original unit
despite COVID-related cost increases
across the entire supply chain. The
apparatus was reportedly put to use by

Above: SWOT VCG Undergoing Proof Load
Testing. Photo credit: SLI

JPL the day after delivery. Launch is
currently planned for November 2022
from Vandenberg AFB.
The project team consisted of Mike
Gharakhanian from the TDEC West facility
in Pasadena, CA, as well as Isaac Clink,
Caden Hillis, Cody Kornowski, Marty Roth,
Aleck Speer, and Alex Yeckley from TDEC
East in Milan, OH.
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A Note from our Chief Operating Officer, Daniel R. Lowe
Dear Sierra Lobo Team:
As optimistic plans for further restrictions continue to be lifted in most areas of our country and
the workplace, we look forward to returning to normalcy.
It is easy to become self-involved with our own daily tasks and responsibilities. If you haven’t
already, today is a good time to assess our relationships with family, friends, colleagues, and
business associates.
Our business is dependent on continually developing our internal and external relationships.
We need to be disciplined as individuals and as a company to be trustworthy, reliable, and
available as much as possible. I encourage each of you to pick up the phone, schedule a
videoconference, or meet in person as appropriate to further develop relationships.
I want to thank everyone for their unrelenting commitment. Each day I am impressed with our
accomplishments, especially when we come together as a team.
In this newsletter, we have provided highlights of our products, services, and people. Please feel
free to reach out to management or myself with feedback.

Above: Daniel R. Lowe, Chief
Operating Officer, SLI. (Photo
credit: SLI)

Sincerely yours,

Daniel R. Lowe
Chief Operating Officer

State-of-the-Art Business System
Health Monitoring Software
The Information Management (IM) team recently implemented a new, state-of-the-art, business system health monitoring
software package. This software provides the ability to monitor servers, business system websites, and other critical infrastructure
at all offices to ensure reliable operation. The software also provides alerting and trending on the data points that are being
monitored. The alerting provides the IM team with text and email notifications in the event a server, business system website, or
other infrastructure component stops responding so that the Sierra Lobo Emergency Outage Notification System (SLEONS) can
be activated if warranted. The trending data provides critical feedback on things such as processor, memory, and hard drive
utilization; system uptime and network usage over time that can be used for planning future upgrades. The software also shows
summary views of the data so overall health of the systems can be easily seen and any warnings or alerts quickly investigated.
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Jeff’s Quality Corner
Preparing for Reentry Into
the Physical Workplace
Excerpts taken from: Preparing for Reentry Into the Physical Workplace: Lessons From NASA
by Michael Lee Stallard | Published: June 22, 2021
Astronaut crews living and working in space experience as a matter of course what many of us
experienced unexpectedly during the coronavirus pandemic. Consider these similarities.
Astronauts are physically isolated for a long period of time from family, friends, and the majority
of their work colleagues. Their daily in-person interactions are limited to the few people they live
with, and their other interactions are intermediated through digital technology. And like many of
us these days, their home also serves as their workplace.
NASA knows that a person’s level of connection affects his or her well-being and performance,
and that individual and collective connection is critical to a mission’s success.
The dangers of disconnection
Disconnection, which includes isolation and loneliness (feeling alone even while in the presence
of others) is unhealthy. For starters, people who are disconnected experience lower sleep quality
and diminished self-control to eat healthy and exercise. That sets them up for other issues.
Disconnection and the negative emotions that come with it have been associated
with poorer cognitive performance, impairment of executive control and selfregulation, narrowing of awareness and perspective, and lower levels of self-rated physical health.
Given these findings, it should come as no surprise that researchers found greater employee
loneliness leads to poorer task, team role, and relational performance.

Above: Jeff Sultzbaugh,
Director of Mission
Assurance; Contracts and
Purchasing, SLI. (Photo
credit: SLI)

Protection through connection
As humans, we’re hardwired to connect. Connection makes us smarter, happier, more productive, and more resilient to cope
with stress. Teams and organizations with higher levels of connection have higher employee engagement, tighter strategic
alignment, better decision-making, higher rates of innovation, and greater agility and adaptability.
NASA is intentional about helping astronauts in space maintain connection on multiple levels—as individuals and crew mates.
To aid in remembering a set of principles and practices that will protect them from disconnection and the negative effects of
isolation, NASA uses the acronym CONNECT. This mnemonic device stands for community, openness, networking, needs,
expeditionary mindset, countermeasures, and training and preparation.
For example, CONNECT equips astronauts to:
•

Be aware that their mental health affects the crew, and so it’s their responsibility to take care of themselves.

•

Be attentive to how their crew mates are doing, and help them if they need it.

•

Recognize that feeling disconnected may cause them to not want to connect with others, and to ignore that feeling and
purposely counteract it.

•

Reach out proactively in new and innovative ways to maintain connections with family and friends, and also with individuals
who energize them and increase their positive emotions.
(Continued on page 4)
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Preparing for Reentry Into the Physical Workplace: Lessons From NASA

continued
(Continued from page 3)

•

Think the best of others so that when someone does or says something that’s disconnecting, it isn’t viewed as having a
malicious intent behind it.

Facilitate reconnection as employees reenter the workplace
As the current pandemic abates and the world opens up again, one proactive step leaders can take is educating employees to
understand their human need for connection and what they might experience upon reentry into a more complex social
environment. This could be especially important for employees who live alone and have primarily relied on interactions in the
workplace to meet their need for social connection.
As you prepare to return to the office, here are three issues to be mindful of:
Heads-up No. 1: ‘lethargic’ social skills
“Use it or lose it” is a mantra often employed as motivation to exercise and not neglect our physical fitness. It turns out that
our social skills are like muscles, according to research. They, too, strengthen the more we use them and weaken when we use
them less. Figuring out whether we’re physically out of shape is pretty straightforward. But how socially out of shape have we
become during the Covid-19 pandemic?
The makeup of the team may not have changed during the past year, but how teammates relate to one another has. It’s good
to recognize that, following an extended period of exercising their in-person social skills less, those skills will have become
somewhat diminished for many people. Even if you are an extrovert who is counting down the days until the whole team is
seated around the conference table again, don’t be surprised if you, too, feel a little off your game initially.
Heads-up No. 2: ‘foggy’ cognitive skills
Many people today recognize that the pandemic has had an effect on them, including the onset of brain fog. You’re not alone
if you’ve noticed changes in your memory, problem-solving abilities, or attention span.
Heads-up No. 3: the ongoing need for connection
Leaders would be mistaken to think they can spend a little time on being social during the first weeks back and then check
“reconnect the team” off their to-do list. The need for connection is not a one-time or short-term thing; connection should be
the ongoing reality of how a team functions together.
To set your team up well for a successful transition period, I encourage you to prioritize addressing the connection deficit that
was deepened by the pandemic.
“Leaders would be mistaken to think they can spend a little time on being social in the first few weeks back then check
‘reconnect the team’ off their to-do list.”
Taking connection seriously
As discussions are taking place about what work might look like post-pandemic—whether fully in the office or a hybrid
approach of remote and in-person hours—leaders would be wise to also carefully consider the relational side of work and what
they should do differently on the other side of this collective experience.
Creating a vision for a culture of connection going forward and then equipping people to make it the norm will help your
organization achieve its potential. As NASA knows, the ramifications of not addressing disconnection make it too important to
ignore.
Full article – and other articles by Mr. Stallard – can be viewed at this website: https://www.michaelleestallard.com/
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Technology Development and Engineering Center (TDEC)
SLI Begins Development of a Cryogenic Reaction Control System and
Continues HATCHBAC Printed Tank with SBIR Funding
Sierra Lobo, with our partner Big Metal Additive, was selected for a NASA Phase II SBIR to further develop an innovative method
using advances in large-scale hybrid additive manufacturing techniques to print a cryogenic propellant tank with broad area
cooling (BAC) channels built into the tank wall, resulting in novel Hybrid Additively-manufactured Tank-integrated Channels for
Broad Area Cooling (HATCHBAC) technology.

Left: SLI Modeled Phase II
Liquefaction Test Tank.
Right: Hybrid Additive Coupon
Printed by Big Metal Additive.
Photo credits: SLI and Big
Medal Additive

Similar to a tube-on-tank method for BAC, HATCHBAC improves the heat transfer surface areas and mechanical structural
integrity of the tank and tube/cooling channels. For the Phase II, SLI will couple a printed HATCHBAC tank with an industrial
cryocooler and circulator to validate thermal models and demonstrate subscale liquefaction. A second identical subscale tank will
be structurally tested, again to prove modeling predictions of printed material strength. Under a new NASA Phase I SBIR, SLI will
also begin the development of a novel concept to transfer cryogenics from a main propellant tank without venting, then
condition these propellants to be utilized by a Cryogenic Reaction Control Thruster. These Reaction Control Systems are needed
in order for long duration cryogenically propelled space missions to the Moon and Mars to be feasible.

Follow Us on Social Media
Follow Sierra Lobo on social media to keep up-to-date with the latest company news and benefit from a range of useful
resources through one of the following channels:
Facebook: www.facebook.com/sierralobo
Twitter:
www.twitter.com/sierralobo
LinkedIn: www.linkedin.com/company/sierra-lobo-inc
We would like to expand our follower base so we can utilize these
resources to quickly and efficiently disperse company and industry news to
our employees, customers, teammates, and all those with interest in the
industry. It is also a great way to keep up with the latest work on our
projects and contracts. By following our company on LinkedIn, becoming a
fan on Facebook, or following our tweets on Twitter, you can be sure that
you will hear the latest information first.
Connect with us and — most importantly — with each other. Take a look
at our social media posts and visit our website at www.sierralobo.com to
join the conversation.
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Lunar Ice Mining Using a Heat-Assisted Cutting Tool
In March, researchers at TDEC completed Phase I of their NASA contract, monitored by JPL, to
investigate using a heated tool to excavate ice that might be found in the permanently
shadowed regions of the Moon (Fig. 1). In the excavation concept, the heated tool sublimates
ice that cements regolith together and then scoops out a block of ice-bearing regolith for
water extraction (Fig. 2). Because the regolith is loosely packed, the force needed to slice
through the ice-free regolith should be low, potentially enabling exploration and excavation of
ice to be performed by rovers that have limited downforce available.
In order to test the concept, Sierra Lobo modified one of its vacuum chambers to simulate the
vacuum and thermal conditions of the permanently shadowed regions (PSRs) of the Moon
(Fig. 3). The chamber has an inner diameter of 1.0 m (40 in) and a height of 1.3 m (50 in).
Samples of regolith simulant are held in a container cooled by a cryocooler that can reach
temperatures as low as 30 K. A linear motion feedthrough provides the cutting action, while
cutting force is measured by a load cell.

Fig. 1

The regolith simulants used in the experiments were JSC-1A, graciously provided by NASA GRC, and OPRH2N, purchased from
Off-Planet Research. JSC-1A matches the properties of mare regolith and was included to allow data to be compared to other
excavation studies. OPRH2N is a highland simulant with properties representative of regolith in the permanently shadowed south
polar regions.
Sierra Lobo researchers found that, as expected, the force needed to cut through ice-bearing regolith simulant in PSR conditions
using a heated tool was very small. They also found that the temperature of the tool must be much higher than the ice
sublimation temperature due to limited heat transfer between the tool and ice after the initial layer of ice sublimated (Fig. 4).
Testing and analysis will continue in an effort to develop techniques for improved heat transfer, which will reduce the power
input to the tool while maintaining the advantage of low-force excavation.

Starting position

Segments perpendicular to
plunge direction are heated

Tool plunges into
regolith

Fig. 3

Cutter sides move transversely
up to their midpoint

Sides move partway back
to their starting positions

Tool retracts to
remove sample

Fig. 2

Fig. 4

Figure 1. Elevation map of the Lunar South Pole. Potential ice deposit locations are shown in black. Credit: Lunar and Planetary Institute
Figure 2. Excavation concept minimizing force to extract ice-bearing regolith. Diagram credit: SLI
Figure 3. TDEC chamber (VC-3) provides vacuum and thermal conditions similar to permanently shadowed regions of the Moon. Credit: SLI
Figure 4. Picture of test taken by camera inside chamber showing tool cutting into regolith simulant with 10% ice. Credit: SLI
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BLTO Begins Second Phase of Development
The Office of Naval Research recently provided funding for the next phase of development of Sierra Lobo’s Bichromatic Littoral
Temperature Observer (BLTO) satellite. This phase will last two years, providing risk reduction for the instrument in preparation
for launch and operation of the BLTO spacecraft in the next phase of the program. Sierra Lobo will complete the instrument
prototype, while subawardee University of Cincinnati develops image processing techniques.
The BLTO instrument uses a long-wave infrared imager to measure surface temperatures with resolution better than 50 m from
an orbit altitude of 500 km. It is part of a National Oceanographic Partnership Program cohort that includes other satellites
intended to generate data at a resolution relevant to fluid flows in littoral regions for improved weather and climate modeling.
Sierra Lobo engineers are currently finalizing details of the design and performing thermal, structural, and optical analysis to
ensure that the instrument performs to specifications in the orbital environment. During the previous phase of the project,
Sierra Lobo successfully completed the Mission Definition Review evaluating the ability of the system architecture to achieve
mission requirements. A Preliminary Design Review will take place in August, 2021.

Above: Sierra Lobo’s 12U BLTO CubeSat designed around the instrument.
Diagram credit: SLI
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High School Students Learn About Space Robotics
Students at Perkins High School in Sandusky, Ohio, are building a robot arm for a small satellite. They are mentored by
employees of Sierra Lobo’s TDEC, Cody Kornowski, Phil Putman, Tony Skaff, and Alex Walker. The project builds on the
experience of the high school’s FIRST® Robotics team, which, in the words of FIRST, “builds and programs industrial-size robots
to play a difficult field game against like-minded competitors.” The satellite arm will be able to perform various tasks such as
catching and sorting objects. Similar to FIRST competitions, the students plan to make it possible for other high schools to
upload programs to control the arm and compete to complete the most tasks within a time limit.
The students will work on the satellite for the next year and then hand it over to NASA for launch through its CubeSat Launch
Initiative. The satellite then will be deployed through the International Space Station to orbit independently. Sierra Lobo will
provide some subsystems for the satellite and continue to mentor the students through the design, build, test, and operations
process; drawing on Sierra Lobo’s experience designing
CubeSats for external customers and its internally-funded
research. The project will follow a simplified version of the
standard NASA project lifecycle, giving the students
familiarity with systems engineering practices such as
requirements generation, managing schedules and budgets,
and undergoing design reviews.
Perkins High School was the only high school to be selected
for this year’s CubeSat Launch Initiative. Nine other
organizations were selected, including universities (University
of Colorado, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, etc.) and
NASA Goddard Space Flight Center. The project has drawn
the attention of people such as Ohio Lieutenant Governor Jon
Husted and Superintendent of Public Instruction Paolo
DeMaria, who met with the team via Zoom on May 5 and US
Representative Marcy Kaptur, who visited the school to learn
about the project on May 21.

Above: Visit to PHS by Representative Marcy Kaptur.
Photo credit: PHS
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Above: Perkins High School (PHS) FIRST Robotics team.
Photo credit: PHS

Above: Concept for satellite robot arm. Diagram credit: PHS
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ATOM IV: NASA Ames Research Center (ARC)
Aerospace Test Operations and Maintenance (ATOM IV)

TSM Receives Two AQMS Awards
On May 12, 2021, Joseph Mach was honored at the Ames
Quality Management System – Executive Safety Council
Meeting, receiving two commendations for his work leading the
ATOM contractor team at the Sensors & TPS Advanced
Research (STAR) Labs in NASA Ames’ Thermal Protection
Materials Branch (Code TSM). Joe and his team build
instrumentation and models for heat shield test models as well
as the flight instruments embedded in the thermal protection
for NASA’s space probes and crewed vehicles, so their work is
held to a very high standard for quality. The award was
presented by ARC Deputy Center Director Carol Carroll. Our
Center Director, Eugene Tu, was also in attendance to
congratulate Joe upon receiving this honor.

objectives within the process, which ensures that the targeted
outcome is known, measured, and achieved. All product
identification traceability, which is tied from the initial task to
the final delivered product, is a good example of effective
configuration management practice.”

For commendation 6852, Paul continued, “STAR contractor lab
supervisor Joseph Mach in TSM has been instrumental in
developing and maintaining a comprehensive set of STAR Labs
(Code TSM) developed documentation that fully sets the policy,
process, and procedures for the work conducted by the
organization.
The
documentation,
and
configuration
management processes to accept, conduct, test and deliver
Paul Grams, Exploration Systems Directorate Safety and Quality products and/or services for STAR Labs (Code TSM) surpasses
Specialist, read aloud the following message for commendation those of other comparable organizations.”
6854.
Congratulations to Joseph Mach and the STAR Labs for
“STAR ATOM contractor lab supervisor Joseph Mach . . . [has] achieving such excellence!
been instrumental in developing SOPs with embedded

Above: Joseph Mach (back center) and members of his STAR Labs Team: Jose Santos
(SLI, back left), Myvan Nguyen (SLI, front left), My Au (Jacobs, front center), and a
member of the Textron heat shield build team in front of the Orion EFT-1 heat shield
they were instrumenting. Photo credit: Joe Mach
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Arc Jet Complex Steam Vacuum System
Control System Upgraded
Sierra Lobo Inc. works in partnership with Jacobs Technology Inc. to support and improve the Arc Jet Complex at NASA Ames
Research Center. The Complex provides mission-critical testing of thermal protection systems to NASA and industrial partners.
SLI and Jacobs Technology Inc. recently completed a project to upgrade the control architecture of the Steam Vacuum System
(SVS), a support facility that creates vacuum needed for Arc Jet testing, and migrate its control console to the control room of the
SVS’s new boiler plant. The control system was designed and built by Jacobs’ engineering team at their home office in
Tullahoma, TN, in close collaboration with the ATOM operations and engineering team at ARC. The Tullahoma team was also
instrumental in managing the installation.
The SVS’s centralized control system and walls of relay interlocks were replaced by a safer and more reliable networked control
system and high-performance safety-relays. Thousands of feet of wire and conduit were installed to connect hundreds of
instruments, valves, and pumps to local nodes of the new distributed control system and a new control room; which replaced
many thousands more feet of the 1960s and 1970s vintage wiring that all ran to the old, centralized controls. Operators can now
monitor and control the SVS remotely on a touchscreen HMI, which can be easily configured to the operator’s preference and
provide deeper insight into how well the SVS is operating. Multiple redundancies improve safety. A historian was also
implemented to log data, track trends, and assess anomalies.
Software and hardware passed rigorous testing and multiple reviews by a NASA Ames Research Center independent review
board.
SLI employee Michael Claassen received the 2020 Jacobs Outstanding Performance Award for his role as lead engineer on the
installation project.

Above left: old control panel. Above right: new touchscreen HMI in remote control room. Photo credits: Michael Claassen

NEW SVS
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Left: SVS Project Overview.
Image Credit: Google Earth
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CMOE Contract: NASA Langley Research Center (LaRC)
Center Maintenance, Operations, and Engineering (CMOE)

Prepare for the Future
“We are known by the tracks we leave.” For Paul Morris, Supervisor of the
controls engineers at NASA Langley Research Center, knowledge sharing
with the new team members is a focus of the tracks he is leaving through
software capture, mentoring, and documentation. When Paul started with
Sierra Lobo, it coincided with the award of the ROME contract in 2004. There
was weak system in place to capture knowledge about the control systems.
Kay Corr, Sierra Lobo Program Manager, led the Configuration Management
Program for the Research Operations, Maintenance, and Engineering
(ROME) and CMOE contracts. Together a center-wide capture of any and all
control software was initiated for Configuration Management. At this time,
194 software products have baselines and historical version releases are
secured in the Release Repository. Paul also spearheaded a network
accessible knowledge base for controls documentation. He is currently
mentoring three new controls engineers and documenting procedures such
that they will not have to “learn from scratch” for each new facility or system
as he did. Having the software available in the Release Repository allowed Above: Paul Morris, left (SLI). Thomas Cady, right
the new engineers to access the software remotely (important during the (Jacobs). Photo credit: Paul Morris
pandemic) and become familiar with the system before going on Center for
a service call. The new procedure for auditing our control systems at the
Unitary Plan Wind Tunnel had them validate our Release Repository contents with what was actually running at the facility; it
had the added benefit of forcing them to touch and become familiar each system.

Artemis Support
The CMOE team actively supports many of the
research initiatives at the NASA Langley Research
Center. The Artemis II Program has conducted
testing at the Landing and Impact Research Facility
(LandIR). The LandIR is a national historical
landmark often referred to as the “gantry.” The
CMOE team provides staffing for the gantry and
the CMOE rigging team, including several Sierra
Lobo members, supports lifts required for the
testing here.
Photo from the NASA Article: A Swing and a Hit:
www.nasa.gov/image-feature/a-swing-and-a-hit

Photo Credit: NASA
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Transonic Dynamic Tunnel Data Room Improvements
The Transonic Dynamics Tunnel (TDT) facility is a world-class
facility dedicated to the research of Aeroelasticity & Unsteady
Dynamics. Per the facility description, “the Transonic
Dynamics Tunnel (TDT) has provided a unique national testing
capability for identifying, understanding, and developing
solutions for complex aeroelastic and non-aeroelastic
phenomena.” The TDT has celebrated 60 years of service. In
these many years, the functional areas around the facility
have deteriorated and did not present the desired level of
organization, cleanliness, and functionality. The facility
requested assistance to address these problems with the Lean
Six Sigma (LSS) 6S philosophy. The TDT data room was
selected as an area in need of renovation, organization,

Above, left: before photo.

cleanliness, and defined purpose. The goals of the project
include improvements in safety, strong inventory tracking
process, and defined functional zones, etc. Kay Corr, a LSS
Black Belt Facilitator, worked with members of the TDT team
to make use of the 6S event to realize their goals in the data
room. Tasking was identified that included immediate
solutions as well as longer term projects required to achieve
the vision endearingly referred to as Starship Enterprise by
the team involved. The Facility Manager, CMOE management,
and contract leadership have greatly supported the project
and recognize the significant improvements realized in the
space. Plans to address additional spaces at the TDT facility
are being considered.

Above, right: today of the same space. Photo credits: TDT Team

Sierra Lobo Staff is Awarded
The following spot bonus awards were given to Sierra Lobo employees since July of 2020:
Mike Croft was awarded a spot bonus related to the Facility Operations Safety Observation Report Incentive
program.
Chris Cramer received a spot bonus for significant achievements on the job by the Facility Operations Manager, Dr. Matthew
Bailey.
“Chris Cramer has really begun to mature into the role of lead Test Engineer and has recently gone above and beyond consistently
to make sure that the team reached objectives. Over the course of Test 231 (Space launch System), he worked the less desirable
early morning shift at the National Transonic Facility (NTF) so that he could then switch over and work the next shift at the 0.3 m
Transonic Cryogenic Tunnel (TCT) to support testing there also. This required long sacrificial work hours, consistent preplanning and
preparation, and a demonstration of leadership at both facilities under high-stakes scenarios. He continues to train/lead the newer
test engineers in an effective way and most recently stepped in to lead the NTF facility over the course of a week while the
Operations Manager was away. During the time as acting Operations Manager, he managed several difficult situations with
decisiveness and aplomb. His high performance was casually remarked by both the local client and the 14x22 Operations Manager.”

We are known by the tracks we leave...
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MEDALS Contract: Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL)
Multi-divisional Engineering, Design, Analysis Lab-wide Support (MEDALS)

MEDALS Supports Lunar Trailblazer Mission
SLI Technology Development Engineering Center (TDEC)
West engineers are supporting the design, analysis,
fabrication, and test of the Lunar Trailblazer High-Volatiles
Moon
Mineralogy
Mapper
(LTB-HVM3)
science
instrument. This mission is a sequel to the highly successful
Brown University/JPL Moon Mineralogy Mapper (M3), and is
led by Principal Investigator Dr. Bethany Ehlmann, Professor
of Planetary Science at California Institute of Technology and
Research Scientist at Jet Propulsion Laboratory, and
Instrument Manager, Dr. Walton R. Williamson, also from JPL.
The 2007 M3 instrument was developed in part by several
members of the current MEDALS staff including Jade
Cavazos, Dustin Crumb, Ara Dergevorkian, Chris Smith, and
Robert Smith. While the original M3 yielded data that
fundamentally changed our understanding of the Moon,
including the discovery of water, the instrument was not
optimized for water detection or differentiation of its
species. Additionally, the mission was cut short by the
premature failure of the host Chandrayaan-1 spacecraft.
LTB-HVM3, with its spectral range extended an additional
600nm into the infrared from the 3000nm upper limit of M 3,
will be able to determine the form of the water (hydroxyl,

bound water, or water ice), the amount present, and its
distribution on the lunar surface.
The instrument comprises: an Offner-type spectrometer with
a JPL proprietary grating and entrance slit, and diamond
turned aluminum optics; an all-aluminum 3-mirror telescope
under procurement by SLI; a unique faceted multi-stage
radiator with parabolic reflectors to improve the view of
black space while preventing illumination from the Moon.
The instrument design has proceeded successfully through
CDR with only minor recommendations form the board; a
testament to the hard work and technical rigor applied by
the JPL-SLI team. The SLI MEDALS team supporting LTBHVM3 and their respective roles are as follows:
•
•
•

Jade Cavazos, Structural Analyst
Megan Gibson, Design Engineer, Structural Analyst
Myrtle Lin, Design Engineer, Structural Analyst

•
•

Timothy Lin, Design Engineer
Mikaeel Gharakhanian, Design Engineer

•

Ara Dergevorkian, Optical Analysis

Above: Moon Mineralogy Mapper 2007 prior to spacecraft integration
Image credit: Wikipedia
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RTES Contract: Edwards Air Force Base (EAFB)
Rocket Technology Engineering Services (RTES)

Department of the Air Force Designates Rocket Cargo as the
Fourth Vanguard Program and the First Space Force Vanguard
A major milestone occurred in work supported by Sierra Lobo, Inc. RTES personnel at the AFRL Rocket Lab when the Department
of the Air Force (DAF) formally announced the designation of the Rocket Cargo Program as the fourth Vanguard Program on
June 4 (see announcement below). SLI personnel have been supporting the effort from the start on through the new DAF
Warfigher-Technologist (WARTECH) process to mature candidate concepts and select new game-changing capabilities for DAF
development. In the summer of 2020, the WARTECH Review Board chaired by AFRL/CC, AF Futures, USSF/S5, and SAF/AQR
advocated that Rocket Cargo Vanguard proposal proceed at full speed. The Rocket Cargo program was presented to the
Executive Leadership Team in January 2021, which approved the program as a DAF Vanguard with the USSF as the lead service.
SLI personnel will continue providing Advisory and Assistance Services support to the AFRL Rocket Lab’s efforts on the Rocket
Cargo Vanguard as the program progresses.
Department of the Air Force announces fourth Vanguard Program
Secretary of the Air Force Public Affairs
/ Published June 04, 2021
(Photo Credit: NASA)
WASHINGTON (AFNS) | www.af.mil/News/Article-Display/Article/2646703
The Department of the Air Force announced June 4 the
designation of Rocket Cargo as the fourth Vanguard
program as part of its transformational science and
technology portfolio identified in the DAF 2030 Science and
Technology strategy for the next decade. Additionally,
the U.S. Space Force was designated as the lead service for
Rocket Cargo Vanguard, marking the service’s first such
program.
Under the Rocket Cargo Vanguard, the Air Force Research
Laboratory will lead a science and technology effort to
determine the viability and utility of using large commercial
rockets for Department of Defense global logistics,
potentially expanding the portfolio of capabilities the USSF
presents to combatant commanders. The Space and Missile
Systems Center will serve as the Program Executive Officer.
AFRL will research and develop the unique aspects needed to
leverage the new commercial capability for the DoD logistics
mission. This includes the ability to land a rocket on a wide
range of non-traditional materials and surfaces, including at
remote sites. In addition, AFRL scientists and engineers will
research the ability to safely land a rocket near personnel
and structures, engineer a rocket cargo bay and logistics for
rapid loading and unloading, and air drop cargo from the
rocket after re-entry in order to service locations where a
rocket or aircraft cannot possibly land.
“The Air Force has provided rapid global mobility for
decades and Rocket Cargo is a new way the Department can
explore complementary capabilities for the future,” said
Acting Secretary of the Air Force John Roth. “Vanguard
initiatives lead to game-changing breakthroughs that

preserve our advantage over near-peer competitors, and this
latest addition is also a significant milestone as the first
Vanguard evaluated under the Space Force’s oversight.”
Based on the advertised commercial capability and business
objectives, the AFRL is currently assessing emerging rocket
capability across the commercial vendor base, and its
potential use for quickly transporting DoD materiel to ports
across the globe.
“The Rocket Cargo Vanguard is a clear example of how the
Space Force is developing innovative solutions as a service,
in particular the ability to provide independent options in,
from, and to space,” said Chief of Space Operations Gen.
John W. “Jay” Raymond. “Once realized, Rocket Cargo will
fundamentally alter the rapid logistics landscape, connecting
materiel to joint warfighters in a fraction of the time it takes
today. In the event of conflict or humanitarian crisis, the
Space Force will be able to provide our national leadership
with an independent option to achieve strategic objectives
from space.”
Delivering cargo via rocket transportation is not a new
concept. Historically the high costs of launch have been
prohibitive for a logistics-focused application, and the
(Photo Credit: NASA)
relatively small
payload capability constrained the types of
cargo that could be delivered, also limiting its suitability.
Today several commercial companies are quickly generating
(Photo Credit: NASA)
new opportunities
by developing large rockets and reusable
stages that safely land back on earth, expanding cargo
capacity and dramatically reducing launch costs.
“Rapid logistics underpins our ability to project power,”
(Continued on page 15)
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Department of the Air Force designates Rocket Cargo as the
Fourth Vanguard Program and the First Space Force Vanguard
continued
(Continued from page 14)

said Gen. Arnold W. Bunch, Jr.,
commander of Air Force Materiel
Command. “That is the fundamental
motivation for initiating the Rocket
Cargo program. We see its initial
applications
in
swiftly
restoring
operational capability for forces
forward in austere environments as well
as dramatically reducing the time
required to deliver crucial humanitarian
assistance
and
disaster
relief.”
Under the new Rocket Cargo Vanguard,
the DAF will seek to leverage these
commercial advances and position the
DoD to be an early adopter of the new
commercial capability. This approach is
a marked departure from the past,
where the U.S. government led rocket
technology development and bore the
brunt of the cost. Today, with the
commercial space launch providers
developing the advanced rockets, the
DAF will instead primarily invest in the
S&T needed to quickly adapt the
capability to the DoD logistics missions,
and then be the first customer
procuring
the
new
commercial
capability through service leases.
The military utility of the new capability
includes support to the United States
Transportation Command resupply
mission. AFRL is closely partnered with
USTRANSCOM to assess the trade
space of a potential Rocket Cargo
capability for global logistics, including
potential improvements in delivery cost
and speed compared to existing air
cargo operations. Potential mission
applications include Special Airlift to
deliver equipment needed to quickly
restore a loss of mission operations,
and humanitarian aid and disaster relief
payloads
to
stricken
areas.
Rocket Cargo joins three current
Vanguard programs, including Skyborg
(an autonomy core system in a low-

The Department of the Air Force announced June 4, 2021, the designation of Rocket
Cargo as the fourth Vanguard program as part of its transformational science and
technology portfolio identified in the DAF 2030 Science and Technology strategy for the
next decade. (U.S. Air Force illustration, media.Defense.gov/2021/June/04/2002735452)

cost, attritable unmanned aerial
platform to enable autonomous
operations); NTS-3 (a flight experiment
to examine and field capabilities across
the ground, space and user segments
to enhance space-based positioning,
navigation, and timing); and Golden
Horde (an initiative to demonstrate
collaborative autonomous networked
weapons by creating an integrated
weapon
system
where
different
technologies work together to defeat
targets).

Vanguard programs rapidly advance
emerging
weapon
systems
and
warfighting
concepts
through
prototyping and experimentation. With
these programs, the DAF aims to
deliver game changing new operational
capabilities that provide warfighters
with superior advantages on the
battlefield in the next decade.
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AFRL Tech: Solid Rocket Motor Factory in a Box
On May 20, 2021, AFRL released a 5:35 minute video on youtube.com discussing Production on Demand and the Rocket
Factory in a Box. SLI RTES personnel have been supporting the AFRL Rocket Lab’s Motors Branch on various activities
contributing to this effort.
The following is a transcription from the video at www.youtube.com/watch?v=HtRQ8CVBD-0.
US Solid Rocket Motor R&D, design and manufacturing, have markedly improved since their inception in the 1940s. However,
this process has resisted change, making the fielding of new SRMs a time and resource intensive endeavor. Technology
demonstration SRMs typically require 8- to 10-years to realize live fire testing and operational SRMs require up to 20-years for
full-rate production. US supremacy in rocketry is diminishing and adversarial threats are coming of age. New methods are
needed to accelerate tech transfer and reduce barriers of entry to commercial firms.
Production on Demand seeks to advance four manufacturing technologies and develop an AFRL native, rapid, and flexible SRM
prototyping capability. The interaction of microfluidic reactor synthesis of precision ingredients, resonant acoustic mixing of
solid rocket propellant, additive manufacturing of solid rocket propellant and internal insulation, and direct filament winding,
will afford a precisely controllable, rapid prototyping capability for SRMs. The Production on Demand program is a three phase
program.
In Phase I, the development efforts in the four SRM technology areas are advanced in a compartmentalized fashion.
Computational Modeling & Simulation tools will analyze the intended application of the SRM, glean the needed specifications,
and select a design based on those results. Once a demonstration threshold is achieved for resonant acoustic mixing, 3D
printing, and direct filament winding, integration of the process elements will begin.
Successful integration of the Production on Demand (POD) process elements will utilize machine learning principles, require
networked communication of equipment, and minimize the need for human labor. The process elements work together by
(Continued on page 17)

(Photo Credit: NASA)

(Photo Credit: NASA)

Above: Computational Modeling & Simulation tools and Digital Engineering are important components of Production on Demand and
the Rocket Factory in a Box. Graphics credit: youtube.com.
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AFRL Tech: Solid Rocket Motor Factory in a Box
continued
(Continued from page 16)

first selecting a propellant formulation. Station A, remotely doses the solid and liquid ingredients for a 2-lb batch of solid
propellant into a container. Safety considerations are taken into full account during dosing. Once the ingredients are dosed,
the containers are sealed and passed to the RAM platform for mixing. Additive manufacturing is utilized to not only print the
propellant grain, but also to print the motors nozzle. The 3D printing cobots work in conjunction, with one laying down layers
of material and the other using a curing device attached to its wrist. After each layer is produced an additional cobot arm
scans the surface looking for flaws that other cobots can repair. After printing, the propellant grains are transferred to a storage
rack, and then onto a filament winding shaft. In a rare case of human interaction, the vertical filament winding machine, the
operator, and a cobot work collaboratively to install the internal insulation and the composite structural case. The completed
SRM is removed from final station and is ready for use. During the automated manufacturing of the SRM, a digital twin is
created through the inspection process. The digital model can be used to predict performance and further refine the
manufacturing process.

Illustration of the Rocket Factory in a Box with new Production on Demand process technologies integrated for manufacturing
Solid Rocket Motors. Graphics credit: youtube.com.

In the final phase of the project, redesigned and more advanced AMRAAM 5 rocket motors will be manufactured by the pilot
plant. Ultimately, using those grains, the full AMRAAM 5 rocket motor will be manufactured by the pilot plant and static fire
tested elsewhere on site.
The pursuit of solid rocket motor Production on Demand and the Rocket Factory in a Box will mobilize, fortify, and stabilize the
US rocket motor supply base. It will provide rapid design and fabrication of customized rockets for any end use requiring
specific performance. This system will dramatically shorten the time to design, prototype, and acquire new motor designs and
improve the safety of manufacturing for those designs. Ultimately, the Rocket Factory in a Box can be integrated into a Missile
Factory in a Box. This eternal quiver will allow for the in-theater production of munitions, yielding a constant, reliable supply of
weapons.
Distribution Statement A: Approved for Public Release; Distribution is Unlimited. AFRL-2021-2164
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Journal Articles / Conference Papers / Presentations
SLI employees continue supporting the AFRL Rocket Lab’s efforts in publishing the cutting edge research and technology
development activities at the Lab by authoring or co-authoring two (2) peer reviewed journal articles, and multiple conference
papers and presentations over the last six months. Conferences that were not cancelled due to COVID-19 transitioned to virtual
event formats.
Peer reviewed journal articles:
Dr. Mario Roa authored, with Dr. Doug Talley of AFRL/RQRC, “Acoustic Forcing of Hydrogen / Liquid Oxygen Turbulent
Shear Coaxial Flames,” which was published in the January 2021 issue of the Journal of Propulsion and Power.
Dr. Christopher Lietz co-authored, with Dr. Armani Batista of the National Research Council, Mr. Mathias Ross of the
University of California, Los Angeles, and Dr. William Hargus, Jr. of AFRL/RQR, “Descending Modal Transition Dynamics
in a Large Eddy Simulation of a Rotating Detonation Rocket Engine,” which was published in the journal Energies Special Issue, Rotating Detonation Engines on June 8, 2021.
At the AIAA Science and Technology Forum and Exposition (SciTech), Virtual Event, January 11-15 & 19-21, 2021:
Dr. Christopher Lietz authored and presented “AIAA Model Validation for Propulsion (MVP) Workshop” and co-authored,
with three others, the paper “Descending Modal Transition Study in a Rotating Detonation Rocket Engine.”
Dr. Tomas Houba authored and presented, with Dr. Matthew Harvaziniski of AFRL/RQRC, “Initial Investigation of Wall
Models for Liquid Rocket Injector Simulations.”
At the 38th International Symposium on Combustion, Virtual Event, January 24-27, 2021:
Dr. Christopher Lietz co-authored, with three others, the presentation “Scaling of Oxygen-Methane Coaxial Jets using X-ray
Fluorescence to Measure Mixture Fraction.”
SLI employees Dr. Robert Jensen, Dr. Christopher Lietz, Dr. Tomas Houba, and Mr. Jose Guerrero, authored or co-authored ten
(10) papers presented at the 68th JANNAF Propulsion Meeting/15th Modeling and Simulation (MSS)/12th Liquid Propulsion
(LPS)/11th Spacecraft Propulsion (SPS) Joint Subcommittee Meeting and Programmatic and Industrial Base (PIB) Meeting,
Virtual Event, June 7-11 & 14-17, 2021.
SLI employees Dr. Robert Jensen and Mr. Mandar Badithe authored or co-authored four (4) presentations given at the 2021
National Space & Missile Materials Symposium (NSMMS) and Commercial and Government Responsive Access to Space
Technology Exchange (CRASTE) Joint Symposia, Virtual Event, June 21-24, 2021.
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TFOME II Contract: Glenn Research Center (GRC)
Test Facilities Operations, Maintenance, and Engineering (TFOME) II
Excerpts taken from AeroSpace FRONTIERS article from Volume 23 | Issue 3 | March 2021

Full-Scale Wing Model Test Advances

Icing Branch members and others who participated in testing gather for a photo in February 2020. Left to right,
standing: Dr. Brian Woodard (University of Illinois), Dr. Mark Potapczuk, Dr. Sam Lee, Dr. Mike Bragg (University of
Illinois), and Christopher Porter. Front row, kneeling: Quentin Schwinn (Imaging Technology Center), Emma Wood
(intern), Dr. Broeren, and Jordan Salkin (Imaging Technology Center). GRC-2020-C-01624. Photo by Quentin Schwinn

In a crucial step toward improving flight safety, Glenn’s icing
researchers used a full-scale aircraft wing model to validate
the next generation of GlennICE, NASA’s Icing Computational
Environment simulation tool.
Using a section of the wing called the NASA Common
Research Model (CRM), Glenn researchers generated an
experimental database of ice shapes to extend the validity of
GlennICE. The data are also important in assessing how
ground test facilities like the Icing Research Tunnel (IRT) can
be used for evaluating large-scale aircraft components.
“This test was significant because the test article is both large
and representative of a commercial transport wing, such as a
Boeing 757 airplane [wing],” said Dr. Andy Broeren, Icing
Branch. “In this test, it was important to maintain full-scale
geometry to the largest extent possible.”
The primary stakeholders in this work are NASA programs
and industry partners interested in advancing experimental
and computational tools to address in-flight icing issues for
large transport airplanes. They share a common goal: to
improve airplane efficiency while reducing harmful emissions
and noise.
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“It turns out that airplanes must sometimes be ‘overdesigned’
in order to account for in-flight icing performance margins,”
said Broeren. “As a result, airplanes do not operate as
efficiently as possible, so they use more fuel, which can also
translate to higher levels of carbon emissions and noise. We
are trying to improve the accuracy of computational icing
tools so that airplanes can operate as efficiently as possible
while maintaining the safety levels that we currently enjoy.”
This research is especially timely because NASA Glenn is
working toward the official release of GlennICE. The
experimental data will help support the validation effort that
is critical for this computational tool to be accepted for use by
industry and regulatory stakeholders.
In addition, NASA is working with industry, regulatory
agencies, academia, and others to advance the state of the art
in computational simulation. A goal is to reduce the amount
of flight testing, which is expensive for aircraft manufacturers,
in favor of certification and qualification by analysis, or CQbA.
This large-model IRT test, along with GlennICE development,
can be extended to advance computational simulation for inflight icing certification.
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TFOME II Contract: Glenn Research Center
Excerpts taken from AeroSpace FRONTIERS article from Volume 23 | Issue 2 | February 2021
By Doreen B. Zudell

Repurposed Test Cells
Advance Aeronautics Research
Left: The High-Performance Electromagnetic Rig
(HiPER) facility is a new capability for hardware-in-theloop testing of EAP concepts in test cell SE–17. The
HiPER lab is envisioned as being a rapid test capability
for EAP concepts that span all of the major Aeronautics
Research Mission Directorate programs, with planned
testing that supports the Hybrid Thermally Efficient
Core, X–57, and Transformational Tools and
Technologies projects. GRC-2021-C-00111, Photo by
Donald Hammett

Built in 1942, the Engine Research Building (ERB) is the largest and
most adaptable test facility complex at Lewis Field, with 152,235
square feet of floor space housing more than 60 test rigs. Work is
underway to continue ERB’s legacy of enabling research by
repurposing test cells for work in the area of Electrified Aircraft
Propulsion (EAP).

advanced motors and drives. A direct current power grid and motor
emulators will be utilized to provide the ability to reconfigure for
different vehicle architectures, evaluate system performance, and
allow the investigation of faulted conditions. In addition, software
tools are being developed that provide detailed sizing and
performance analysis of integrated vehicle electrical, mechanical, and
Several ERB labs have been converted recently to explore machines thermal systems over a defined mission profile. The test cells will also
and drives and representative powertrain systems with a hardware-in enable testing of novel thermal management concepts developed by
-the-loop focus. This includes installing fiber optic networks in the RVLT.
cells, then linking them together to create a virtual complex. Each cell “NASA is examining the possibility of electrifying air vehicle
would be equipped to perform a different aspect of research.
propulsion systems for vertical lift and fixed-wing vehicles in order to
For example, one of the ERB test cells, SE–2, had been used for help save energy and fuel, provide cost savings, and increase
research on oil-free foil bearings. The research helped foil-bearing mobility,” said Amy Jankovsky, Aeronautics Mission Office.
technologies to achieve high technology readiness levels for
Jankovsky said there are weight and safety challenges that must be
aeronautics applications.
addressed for aeronautics applications. Glenn researchers are working
“The cell was dormant and had hardware suited for evaluations of
on technologies to enable flight-weight electric machines that can be
high speed rotating components,” explained Susan Johnson,
used as a motor/generator, geared to a turbine’s shaft to produce
Aeronautics Mission Office. “The Revolutionary Vertical Lift
electricity in flight and allow electric assist to the engines, and also as a
Technology (RVLT) researchers were able to refocus the resources
motor to drive a fan or propulsor. To drive those machines and protect
and make modifications needed to enable experimental capability
the power system, Glenn is also developing advanced power
for electric motors and magnetic gearing.”
electronics, fault protection, and controls techniques.
In ERB test cells SW–13 and C–5, the EAP team is investigating the
“For very large, long-range aircraft, it is likely that superconducting
RVLT and vertical takeoff and landing class of vehicles f rom the
technologies will be needed in the machines and power distribution,”
electric propulsion perspective. Technologies of interest include high(Continued on page 21)
voltage (270 to 1,000 Vdc) distribution, high-voltage protection, and
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Repurposed Test Cells
Advance Aeronautics Research
continued
(Continued from page 20)

building, it now houses facilities that support space research as well. The
transition of some of the facilities to space-related activities comes from
said Jerry Brown, Rotating and Drive Systems Branch.
the need to be flexible in our pursuits as a center. ERB is a testament to
To explore fundamental physics related to how superconductors that need. It is the most adaptable facility on the lab and has been used
actually exhibit losses under alternating current conditions inherent to throughout the years to support the ever-changing goals of the research
electrical machines, SW–18 has been built up to house a community at Glenn.”
superconducting core test rig. The temperature capability of that rig Severt said that due to the age of the facility, transitions can be
extends down to 20 K, the boiling point of liquid hydrogen. This covers challenging. Refurbishments can take time but are an asset to the building.
the range needed for research on the superconducting materials They transition unutilized test cells to updated facilities and make the
expected to be needed for the large aircraft. The core testing produces building more attractive to other potential users. The current transition into
the same conditions of temperature and magnetic field that the the area of EAP is allowing Glenn to again adapt dormant ERB facilities to
materials would experience in those aircraft.
meet planned and projected work that contributes to mission programs
“The ERB has gone through many adaptations over the years,” said and projects in the Aeronautics Research Mission Directorate.
Facility Manager Gwynn Severt. “While largely an engine-components

Left: Technician John Veneziano checks
the equipment installation in the ERB SW
–13 test cell. It was recently refurbished
to conduct propulsion power quality
experiments for the NASA RVLT
program. GRC-2021-C-00111, Photo
by Donald Hammett

Above, left: This new test rig, which stands over 8 feet tall, measures alternating and rotating current losses in superconducting coils. Above, right:
Apparatus for conducting testing of super conducting samples and systems. GRC-2021-C-00110, GRC-2021-C-00112, Photos by Donald Hammett
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TFOME II Contract: Glenn Research Center
Excerpts taken from AeroSpace FRONTIERS article from Volume 23 | Issue 4 | April 2021
By Doreen B. Zudell

Glenn, Community Celebrate
Perseverance Rover’s Landing
Lauren Clayman, chief safety and mission assurance officer for
the Radioisotope Power Systems program, shared details on
the system that powers both the Curiosity and Perseverance
rovers.
Lancert Foster, the research aerospace engineer who oversaw
rover parachute testing several years ago* in Glenn’s 10- by
10-Foot Supersonic Wind Tunnel, described Glenn’s role in
testing and validating models for the parachute decelerator
system used on both Curiosity and Perseverance.*

Clayman shares details on NASA’s Radioisotope Power System
program. GRC-2021-C-00255, Photo by Bridget Casell

After a 203-day journey traversing 293 million miles, NASA’s
Perseverance rover—the largest, most advanced rover NASA
has sent to another world—successfully touched down on
Mars Feb. 18. NASA’s live broadcast of the landing, shared
across 14 streaming platforms, garnered over 4.2 million
viewers.
In anticipation of the landing, cities across the United States—
including Cleveland and its iconic Terminal Tower—lit up the
night in “Mars red” on Feb. 17 and 18.

After the presentations, Roger Storm (Paragon TEC), STEM
educator supporting Glenn’s Office of STEM Engagement,
facilitated a parachute design activity that aligned to the
research and testing work performed at Glenn. Students went
live as they built and tested a model parachute drag device to
slow the descent of a simulated rover. Designs created by the
broadcast audience were shared via social media platforms.
“The first photos from a new rover on Mars and all the shared
photos of aspiring explorers are a great reminder of the
important work we do at Glenn,” said Chris Hartenstine,
Public Engagement Team lead, Office of Communications.
Glenn’s virtual event transitioned directly into the live NASA
broadcast of Perseverance’s landing and culminated with the
rover’s breathtaking touchdown in the Jezero Crater on Mars.

On the day of the landing, Glenn shared the excitement with
local audiences through a virtual event hosted in
collaboration with Great Lakes Science Center. The event
featured discussions with experts and a hands-on challenge
activity for teachers and families to conduct from their
classrooms or homes during the virtual broadcast.
Glenn staff highlighted several rover technologies during the
virtual celebration.
Dr. Daniel Raible, electronics engineer and co-principal
investigator of the Integrated Radio and Optical
Communications project of NASA’s Space Communications
and Navigation program, shared how NASA communicates
with Mars and described the challenges of sending and
receiving messages through the solar system.

Foster oversaw rover parachute testing several years ago in
Glenn’s 10– by 10-Foot Supersonic Wind Tunnel. GRC-2021-C00257, Photo by Bridget Caswell

*Work performed on Sierra Lobo prime contract TFOME I.
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TOS Contract: Arnold Engineering Development Complex (AEDC)
Test Operations and Sustainment (TOS)
Article taken from High Mach Publication Vol. 68, No. 7, April 5, 2021
By Bradley Hicks, AEDC Public Affairs

Full speed ahead: Mach 18 Now Available
to Test Customers at AEDC Tunnel 9
WHITE OAK, Md. – Test customers in need of serious speed are
lining up to take advantage of an unprecedented capability
now available at Arnold Engineering Development Complex
Hypervelocity Wind Tunnel 9 in White Oak, Md.
Calibration of the Mach 18 system was completed at Tunnel 9
in July 2020, less than two months after the mid-May initiation
of the process. Performed to ensure the system would operate
as expected, the calibration documented the flow properties
and uniformity for four different test conditions based on
Reynolds number, which expresses the relationship between
inertial and viscous effects.
The system checked out, opening the door for Tunnel 9 to
begin offering Mach 18 testing to customers. It wasn’t long
before Tunnel 9 had its first patron. The first customer runs at
Mach 18 occurred in August 2020.
The long-awaited capability, which allows for testing at speeds
never before realized in an AEDC facility, has been in high
demand since the calibration was completed.
“Every customer this fiscal year has a portion of their test
matrix that is using Mach 18,” said John Lafferty, Tunnel 9
technical director. “They have been waiting for this.”
Prior to the calibration of Mach 18, the maximum speed
offered at Tunnel 9, or at any AEDC facility, was Mach 14.
Customers needing results at higher Mach simulations would
be required to extrapolate the Mach 14 test conditions to the
higher Mach numbers.
With Mach 18 now accessible, customers no longer have to do
this.
“This allows them to build their aero database with more
confidence at the high end of Mach numbers,” Lafferty said.
Lafferty added that Mach 18 not only benefits test customers,
but is also ties into the National Defense Strategy since the
capability better aligns with the maximum Mach numbers for
hypersonic reentry systems and boost glide concepts.
The Mach 18 capability is the result of years of research,
significant
resource
investments
and
technological
advancements. Calls for testing at such speeds date back
several decades. During the late 1980s and into the 1990s, the
National Aerospace Plane Program was seeking data above
Mach 14. Believing the technology was ready, those involved
in this project provided funding to Tunnel 9 to develop Mach
18. However, the nozzle design methodology and diagnostics
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that would be used to examine the physics of the flow were
immature. Because the flow quality of the nozzle was poor, the
design was scrapped.
By the time higher Mach Number hypersonics again became a
priority in the mid-2000s, computer-based modeling and
simulation and diagnostic technologies had greatly advanced.
A team was assembled at Tunnel 9 and a program aimed at
achieving these higher Mach Numbers was designed.
Initial risk reduction efforts began in 2014 and focused on the
development of a trio of state-of-the-art efforts: a new
material for the nozzle, new laser diagnostics to verify the
understanding of flow physics, and a new nozzle contour
based on this understanding. This three-year effort leveraged a
pair of Small Business Innovation Research programs and
investment funds from AEDC to achieve its goals.
Following the risk reduction effort, Lafferty convinced the
Office of the Secretary of Defense to construct the new
capability for $6.5 million. The Tunnel 9 team then set out in
2017 to achieve Mach 18. Their goal was to accomplish this in
three years.
With the help of AEDC counterparts in middle Tennessee, the
Tunnel 9 team was able to incorporate their new
understanding of flow physics into the design of a new high
Mach Number wind tunnel nozzle.
With Mach 18 looking more feasible than ever, Tunnel 9
received additional funding from the Hypersonic Test
Capability Improvement Project, an OSD investment program
that aims to improve capabilities for hypersonic weapon
systems development.
The nozzle design and fabrication, the successful incorporation
of the new nozzle throat material, and the diagnostic
demonstration all occurred within the three-year timeframe
and were completed within budget and on-schedule.
“Successfully completing this project required the coordination
of multiple, separate, highly-technical efforts,” said Nicholas
Fredrick, Tunnel 9 chief engineer.
An initial calibration using the final Mach 18 hardware
occurred in April 2019. By the middle of that year, there had
been several test entries at Tunnel 9 to demonstrate the
feasibility of the Mach 18 capability. These tests helped
determine whether the new nozzle throat material could
(Continued on page 24)
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Full Speed Ahead: Mach 18 Now Available
to Test Customers at AEDC Tunnel 9
continued
(Continued from page 23)

survive and remain shape-stable at both Mach 14 and Mach
18 nozzle supply conditions and validate the Mach 18 nozzle
with the new nozzle throats at the design condition.
More work followed, leading up to the full-calibration
completed last year.
“Initial testing of the new Mach 18 capability revealed
deficiencies in the high-press, high-temperature nozzle throat
section design,” Fredrick said. “Data from the first entry was
analyzed by AEDC engineers and subcontractors and design
revisions were analyzed and subsequently implemented prior
to the start of the second test entry.”
Throughout the process of bringing Mach 18 to fruition,
Tunnel 9 personnel gained knowledge that could be used to
enhance other capabilities, Lafferty said.

understanding of the flow physics is much improved and, thus,
the resultant flow quality is outstanding. The potential exists to
apply the lessons learned to a new Mach 14 nozzle with
improved flow quality that will provide lower uncertainties for
our customers.”
The full calibration brought Mach 18 to full operating
capability.
Lafferty said it is very gratifying to see the efforts that went
into the development of Mach 18 pay off.
“I always felt it was possible to build the full-scale leg of
Tunnel 9 that provided Mach 18. However, the devil is in the
details, and it was a huge challenge.
“But the most(Photo
satisfying
thing is that customers are using it,
Credit: NASA)
and not just one or two. The first four customers following the
calibration all are using it. We never anticipated that.”

“This development has forced us to better understand our
system and the resulting flow physics,” he said. “Our
Right: Team AEDC members at AEDC
Hypervelocity Wind Tunnel 9 in White Oak,
Md., conduct the initial shakeout of the Mach
18 system from the facility control room in
2019. Calibration of the Mach 18 system was
completed at Tunnel 9 in July 2020. The
system checked out, allowing Tunnel 9 to
begin offering Mach 18 testing to customers.
The first customer runs at Mach 18 occurred
in August 2020. (Courtesy photo) (This is
image was altered by obscuring badges for
security purposes.)

(Photo Credit: NASA)

Left: Rob Hale, left, Parth
Kathrotiya, center, and Zack
Russo
of
AEDC
Hypervelocity Wind Tunnel
9 in White Oak, Md., pose in
2019 with the Mach 18
nozzle. (U.S. Air Force photo
by A.J. Spicer) (This image
has
been
altered
by
obscuring
badges
for
security purposes.)
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TOS Contract: Arnold Engineering Development Complex (AEDC)
Article taken from High Mach Publication Vol. 68, No. 3, February 1, 2021
By Jill Pickett, AEDC Public Affairs

AEDC 16-foot Supersonic Wind Tunnel
Restored to Operational Status
On Jan. 21, the multi-year efforts of many
yielded the desired results with a successful airon test run in the Arnold Engineering
Development Complex 16-foot supersonic wind
tunnel, or 16S, and return to service of the test
facility.
“Wind Tunnel 16S will provide the nation a
significant capability to rapidly develop weapon
systems critical to the National Defense
Strategy,” said Lt. Col. John McShane,
Aerodynamics Test Branch Materiel leader. “We
can now assess weapon system performance in a
controlled environment at parts of the envelope
that were previously unattainable.”
Later this fiscal year, the tunnel is expected to
host customer models for air-on tests for the
first time since 1997. Recently, the tunnel was
used to conduct a mass flow assembly
calibration using only the Plenum Evacuation
System, or PES.
Above: An AGARD-B model is seen here mounted on a sting in the 16-foot

supersonic wind tunnel at Arnold Air Force Base, Jan. 18. A test run with the AGARD-

The test in January used an AGARD-B standard B model was the culmination of a multi-year effort to return Tunnel 16S to service.
model to validate operational capability of 16S. (U.S. Air Force photo by Jill Pickett)
The data gathered will serve as a baseline for
monitoring of the tunnel and data systems quality.
mercury manometer board. The manometer shows operators
AGARD models are scalable, generic aerodynamic models where the shock wave is and is critical to their ability to make
sure the tunnel is at the desired conditions.
that allow for data comparison across different wind tunnels.
“The AGARD model that was tested in Tunnel 16S is also
intended for testing in Tunnel 16T (16-foot transonic),” said
Jennifer Daugherty, an AEDC project manager. “Being a
generic model, we can more widely publish the data and
share with any interested customer without compromising
proprietary or security interests.”
Return-to-service efforts began in 2013 by assessing the
tunnel system. The assessment concluded in 2015 with a
successful air-on operation of 16S, providing the Air Force
with confidence to invest in restoring the facility and
informing the work that followed.
The work completed in order to achieve this current test run
involved inspecting and repairing 890 systems and
subsystems, ranging from minor repairs to complete
overhauls.
The nozzle alone required new motors, repairs of nozzle jacks
and a calibration. The control room, which is late-1950s
vintage, had 50 percent of the controls updated. Also, a new
electronic manometer was installed in parallel to the original
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“The effort has been nothing but teamwork, and the team is
very proud of their accomplishments,” said David Reep, an
AEDC craft supervisor. “It is as if we are building something
brand new; however, it has been much more challenging
since we are using equipment that was put into service in the
late 1950s. The team make-up has varied in numbers
throughout the project. Most all that have been involved
actually hate to leave as we all want to see it back into a
testing mode. These team members, former and current, have
a lot of pride in what they have accomplished and completing
upcoming test projects is that final approval of
accomplishment.”
This successful test does not signal the end of the 16S returnto-service efforts. Currently, the tunnel can be operated at
Mach 2.2. Plans are to restore the full main compressor
capability to run up to Mach 3.4, then operate the facility
compressor and PES S in a series configuration to
demonstrate operation up to Mach 4.75. Additional planned
(Continued on page 26)
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AEDC 16-foot Supersonic Wind Tunnel
Restored to Operational Status
continued
(Continued from page 25)

investments include extending the Mach number capability
into the hypersonic regime.
The Air Force has also programmed an investment to restore
the propulsion test capability to enable the testing of engineinstalled systems in conditions that simulate supersonic Mach
numbers at altitude. This capability utilizes a suction scoop to
remove exhaust and requires the tunnel to be operated at
temperatures many times that of standard operations.
Ed Tucker, AEDC senior technical advisor, emphasized the
significance of reactivating 16S and praised the team’s
commitment and expertise.

AEDC’s 16S test cell is a world-unique capability,” he said.
“The unmatched ability to achieve high-quality, highproductivity testing of large-scale test articles at supersonic
speeds is a necessary capability for the development of future
aerospace systems.
The outstanding efforts of AEDC’s test facility experts and
wind tunnel test operations team to successfully reactivate
16S represents a key milestone in our continuing effort
toward ensuring that AEDC is well-positioned to fulfill its role
in developing effective weapon systems that support the
national defense strategy.”

Left: Trey Glenn, an outside machinist, rotates a
wheel truck on a transfer cart carrying a test
cart from the Model Installation Building to the
16-foot supersonic wind tunnel Jan. 12 at
Arnold Air Force Base. The transfer cart rides on
rails, and in order to make a turn the cart is
jacked up, then the wheel trucks are rotated 90
degrees. (U.S. Air Force photo by Jill Pickett)
(This image has been altered by obscuring a
badge for security purposes.)

Above: Dale McKill, an outside machinist, makes incremental
adjustments to an AGARD-B model to ensure the surface is as
smooth as possible where access covers are located Jan. 8 at
Arnold Air Force Base. (U.S. Air Force photo by Jill Pickett)
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Above: A shadowgraph image created during an air flow
run of the 16-foot supersonic wind tunnel at Arnold Air
Force Base in January. The imaging technique allows
engineers to see density gradients in the flow field in
order to visualize the flow. (U.S. Air Force photo)
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The Wolf Pack
Come, my friends,
Tis not too late to seek a newer world.
- Tennyson, “Ulysses” 1842

Welcome to the Pack

New Additions to the Pack

Name

Title

Location/Contract

Anthony Mendoza

Machining Technician Intern

ATOM IV

Thomas Nilles

Aerospace Project Engineer

AVAL

Marek Brodke

Aerospace Engineer Intern

Corp

William (Mike) Cohen

Vice President of Business Development

Corp

Ashley Fritz

Staff Accountant

Christopher Walch

Opto-Mechanical Engineer

MEDALS

Mitchell Coccia

Chief Engineer I

OMES II

Tracie Lampe

Assembly Technician III

OMES II

Bouy Sayasithsena

Assembly Technician III

OMES II

Nathaniel Barry

Liquid Rocket Research Engineer

RTES

David Bushmeyer

Mechanical Design Engineer Intern

RTES

Rahul Chakravorty

Aerospace Systems Analyst

RTES

Luis Diaz

Solid Rocket Engineer Intern

RTES

Travis Grile

Liquid Rocket Engineer Intern

RTES

Daniel Messner

Electrical Instrumentation Engineer

RTES

Finn O'Brien

Aerospace Systems Analyst

RTES

Bob Rhodes

Test Safety Engineer

RTES

Theresa Sitter

Aerospace Systems Analyst

RTES

Katie L. Wagner

Facility Operations Coordinator

RTES

Genesis Mlakar

Thermal Analyst

TDEC

David B. Spencer

Engineer IV

TDEC

Thomas Tomsik

Sr. Thermal Fluid Analyst

TDEC

Manthan Upadhyaya

Electrical Engineer Intern

TDEC
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SLI’s TDEC is the “Go-To” Facility for Critical Reachback
With ten patents, and the recipients of two prestigious Research and Development (R&D) 100
awards for engineering excellence, the TDEC East team focuses on “Mission Success.” We combine expertise in engineering and engineering services at our TDEC facility with a broad range
of critical skills at our Government service contracts to help our customers meet their mission
objectives. A sample of our skills and capabilities include:
■ Thermal and structural design simulation and analysis
■ Cryogenic fuels and oxidizers, conditioning, storage, transferring, and handling
■ Specialty processes vessels, hardware, and manufactured systems
■ System design, integration, commissioning, and operation
■ Design for hazardous locations and classifications
■ Fatigue and fracture mechanics and fitness for service
■ Flight hardware development and support
Our 35,000 sq. ft. Milan, Ohio, engineering, manufacturing, and testing facility includes a Class
1,000 clean room; Class 100,000 clean area; 6,800 sq. ft. fabrication, assembly and test area; a
secure ESDPA for assembly, integration and test; and state-of-the-art IT infrastructure for virtual engineering. Our cryogenic fuels and oxidizer testing complex, the Sierra
Lobo Test Facility (SLTF), includes:
■ Liquid hydrogen and oxygen storage and distribution
■ High- and low-speed DAQ, video, and controls
■ Class I, Group B, C, and D electrical classification
Our award-winning services include:
■ Research and technology and product development
■ Specialty engineering and analysis
■ Systems engineering
■ Specialty process system hardware
■ Test support hardware and facility enhancements
■ Test article development and system development and integration
Our Pasadena, California, laboratory (TDEC West) and clean room includes 600 sq. ft. of multipurpose lab space; and 540 sq. ft. of ISO Class 7 clean space with 4x12 ft. and 4x6 ft. optical
tables with pneumatic isolation, and a pair of laminar flow benches capable of ISO Class 3
cleanliness. The entire space is finished off with ESD dissipative flooring to allow safe integration of delicate electronics.

Special Thanks to Sierra Lobo’s Program Managers
Many thanks to our dedicated Program Managers for providing the newsletter editor
with the updates of the various contracts, events, and volunteer experiences of their
employees. Without you, we wouldn’t be informed of all the great things that Sierra
Lobo, Inc. is involved with on both a professional and personal level.

Corporate Office

102 Pinnacle Drive
Fremont, OH 43420
Phone: 419-332-7101
Fax: 419-332-1619

Technology Development
and Engineering Center East
11401 Hoover Road
Milan, OH 44846
Phone: 419-499-9653 (WOLF)
Fax: 419-499-7700

Regional Offices
Greenbelt Office

6301 Ivy Lane - Suite 620
Greenbelt, MD 20770
Phone: 301-875-8006
Fax: 301-313-0243

Pasadena Office
Technology Development
and Engineering Center West
465 North Halstead Street- Suite 101
Pasadena, CA 91107
Phone: 626-510-6340
Fax: 626-510-6360

About Sierra Lobo, Inc.
Founded in 1993, Sierra Lobo, Inc. employs over 550 high-achieving, dedicated
engineers, technicians, and administrative personnel. Sierra Lobo is a Hispanic,
American-owned; small-disadvantaged business with its corporate office in Fremont,
Ohio. Sierra Lobo is a two-time winner of NASA’s most prestigious quality award, the
George M. Low award, most recently in 2011. Sierra Lobo is also a winner of two R&D
100 awards for development of advanced technologies. We received certification to
the International Aerospace Quality Group AS9100 standards. Additionally, we are
International Organization for Standardization (ISO) 9001:2015 registered as “A
Provider of Engineering and Technical Services, including Hardware Fabrication and
Testing to the Aerospace and Transportation Industries.” An independent rating
authority independently assessed us a Capability Maturity Model Integrated (CMMI ®DEV) Capability Level 2, fully compliant and Level 3 compliant in Risk Management.

www.sierralobo.com

We are known by the tracks we leave…
Wolves have long been regarded by Native Americans as teachers or pathfinders. Wolves are fiercely loyal to their mates and have a
strong sense of family, while maintaining individualism. To many, the wolf symbolizes freedom, the spirit of nature,
resourcefulness, and adaptability, even under the most dire circumstances. Sierra Lobo (mountain wolf) takes its name from this
resilient creature and aspires to the extraordinary traits that the wolf has come to symbolize.
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